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Adler Guerrier  

 

 
 

Adler Guerrier: Conditions and Forms for blck Longevity 
California African American Museum, Los Angeles, CA 

 
Adler Guerrier creates visual dialogue between a wunderkammer of materials and 
techniques. Guerrier improvises between form and function to nimbly subvert space and 
time in constructions of race, ethnicity, class, and culture. He calls upon the democratizing 
nature of collage and the authority of formal composition to designate to art history an axis 
of contemporary identity critique. Often chronicling the hybridity and juxtaposition in his 
immediate environs, Guerrier practices a contemporary flaneurie in an impending age of 
post-demography. 
 
Born in Port-au-Prince, Haiti; Adler lives and works in Miami, Florida. He received his BFA 
from the University of Florida, New World School of the Arts. Adler’s most recent solo show 
was in 2018, Conditions and Forms for blck Longevity, at the California African American 
Museum, Los Angeles, California.  
 
 He has exhibited work at the Perez Art Museum Miami, Miami, FL; Vizcaya Museum and 
Gardens, Miami, FL; The Bass Museum of Art, Miami, FL; Harn Musem of Art, Gainesville, 
FL; and The Whitney Biennial 2008.  His works can be found in public collections including 
the Museum of Contemporary Art, North Miami, and the Studio Museum in Harlem, NY. 
His work has appeared in Art Forum, Art in America, The New York Times and ARTNews, 
among others. 
 

More about Adler: www.adlerguerrier.com 
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 Inspiration 

 

 
 

 
Your Commissioned Work 

 
Adler Guerrier x Commissioner 

 
Untitled (Landscape coalesced into a still; a memento mori, foraged and cultivated, wild 

and cultured, formed to assert subjectivities) 2019  
 

Archival pigment print on Hahnemühle FineArt Baryta Satin 
15.65 x 10.65 inches 

 
Edition of 50 

Signed and numbered in verso 
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Your Investment in Commissioner  

 
Locals invested in this community, stakeholders in our creative economy. 
 
When our resources are pooled together, we have the capacity to support artists and their 
work. We share a meaningful investment in artist careers and are simultaneously 
developing an approach to collecting art that is based on building local relationships.  
 
As a Commissioner Collector, you will: 

● Learn to build your collection from experts in the field 
● Explore the art market  
● Participate in curated tours for select Miami Art Week fairs  
● Visit artist studios and collector homes  
● Discover art stories unique to Miami  

 
We will know success if, at the end of this inaugural season as a Commissioner Collector, 
you have new knowledge, a stronger network, and key tactics to support the artists you 
believe in and buy the work you love.  
 
Together we are on a path to build a more connected and invested Miami with art at its 
core. It’s up to us to educate ourselves, nurture our creatives and strengthen the 
foundation for a vibrant, fascinating, arts-driven Miami through arts patronage. 
 
 
 
Key Information  
 
Events Calendar | commissioner.us/events 
Social Media | @cmxnr  
Contact | hello@commissioner.us  
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